In classical massively parallel computers, the complexity of the interconnection networks is much higher than the complexity of the processing elements themselves. However, emerging optical technologies may provide a way to reconsider very large parallel architectures where processors would communicate by optical means. In this paper, we compare some optically interconnected parallel multicomputer models with regard to their communication capabilities. We rst establish a distinction of such systems, based on the independence of the communication elements embedded in the processors (transmitters and receivers). Then, motivated by the fact that in multicomputers some communication operations have to be very e ciently performed, we study communication problems, namely, broadcast and multi-broadcast, under the hypothesis of bounded fanout. Our results take also into account a bounded number of available wavelengths.
Introduction
The success of a high performance computer architecture depends heavily on three points. First of all, the underlying interconnection network needs to be feasible from a VLSI point of view. Considering existing parallel architectures, the complexity of the interconnection networks is much higher than the complexity of the processing elements. This is the main drawback of theoretical, however attractive, networks presented in the last few years, as the hypercube 1, 2], and could be the major reason why it is hard to nd parallel computers with a large number of nodes in the market nowadays. A second point deals with the facility of designing and analyzing parallel algorithms. For example, in a hypercube based multiprocessor, the well known divide-and-conquer paradigm is easy to implement, due to the structure of this network. Finally, the architecture should allow routing schemes and global communication procedures to be implemented in a very e cient way. We remark again that the hypercube presents very simple and e cient communication procedures.
Unfortunately, though, existing parallel topologies satisfy at most two out of the above conditions, as we brie y showed for the hypercube. Interconnection networks such as the de Bruijn 3] or the star-graph 4] show very good theoretical characteristics from a graph-theoretic point of view, but fail to give a potential user the feeling that they can easily built or programmed. Therefore, two or three dimensional grids, as in the Paragon of Intel and the Cray T3D 5], have been favored as interconnection networks of real distributed memory parallel computers, in spite of their large diameter.
Optical interconnections may provide an ultimate answer to these needs in high performance computer architecture. In particular, they can easily implement one-to-many communications on virtually any kind of architectures. The attractiveness of such technologies resides also in the very large bandwidths, exploited using some multiplexing techniques, such as the Wavelength Division Multiplexing 6] .
Numerous technologies have been considered for implementing optical interconnection networks 6{ 11] . In this paper we focus on Optical Passive Stars (OPS), that o er multiple access channels allowing signi cant reduction in the complexity of the specialized routers connected to the processors. This implies a substantial reduction in the latencies for one-to-many communications, since every processor can access one another in a single step 6] . The main feature of the OPS is to connect virtually all the processors together using an optical device. Implemented either through guided or free-space optical technologies (see Figure 1 for an optical bus), such parallel systems would have several advantages, as simplicity, low cost and robustness 12]. In guided optics, OPS can be implemented using Wavelength, Time, or Code Division Multiplexing technology. The number of multiplexed slots can be improved with a combination of these techniques 13]. Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) techniques have become available with the availability of tunable lasers. These lasers need to change quickly and among a large number of frequencies in order to become the only means of multiplying the number of channels available in the optical systems 6]. On the other hand, tunable receivers ( lters) are also already available, but they present a poor tuning speed 6]. This multiplexing technique de nes virtual channels between the transceivers that are tuned to the same wavelength. If contention in communications is to be avoided, the number of channels should be larger than the number of nodes 6]. Moreover, restrictions related to power budget (fanout) imply that implementing a large number of channels is very hard. Finally, the need for rapidly tunable transceivers also limits the number of slots possibly implemented by multiplexing techniques. All these reasons have therefore motivated the use of partitioned OPS with guided optics 7] (see Figure 2) .
Another way to build an OPS is to use free-space technology. Free-space optics may be an answer to the drawbacks of physical wiring of today's electronic multicomputers. The optical connections can be implemented through optical crossbar switches { with spatial light modulators that modulate the cross-section of a light beam {, or recon gurable acousto-optic devices whose basic components are commercially available 14, 15] (see Figure 3 ). An acousto-optic device is basically a dynamic hologram, that can divide a light beam into several others, its recon guration time reaching a few microseconds with a maximum fanout of up to a few dozens. Recently, a matrix-matrix free-space crossbar switch has been constructed at Heriot-Watt University (UK) capable of creating unrestricted connections between 64 electronic processors, including broadcast facility. The total data transfer rate of this system corresponds to 2.5 THz 16].
One of the main advantages of using optical interconnections in multicomputers is the ability of providing recon gurable, however restricted, communication patterns, with simple operation and possibility of non-blocking design. Therefore, we study in this paper recon gurable optical architectures using the OPS paradigm. We propose a model, called Optically Recon gurable Parallel Computer (ORPC), based on a WDM-based OPS, where transmitters and receivers are tunable. Since we consider that such an architecture should support an important number of elements, restrictions, such as limitations on the number of available wavelengths and bounded number of receivers of a single message, are considered. The completely connected Optical Communication Parallel Computer (OCPC) can be seen as particular case of our model 17{20]. The OCPC has become quite popular in the last few years, because of its relation to a speci c model of PRAM: the ERCW PRAM 21]. Details on both models are given in Section 2.
These restrictive assumptions, motivated by implementation issues of optical components, make simple communication schemes become more complex. We consider in this paper the case of the broadcasting and multi-broadcasting operations, where a leader processor has to send a message to all the other ones. When the message is long this operation is called multi-broadcasting, since the whole message is then divided into several smaller ones. These two communication schemes have been widely studied in many parallel architectures 22{25], since they are basic procedures for parallel programming.
The technique used for both problems is to nd the best tree structure on which a broadcast operation can be easily implemented. Optimal algorithms are demonstrated for broadcasting in all models. The multi-broadcasting operation is implemented either by a semi-pipeline operation using two trees, or by a direct pipeline operation, depending on the model chosen.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de ne a model for optical recon gurable parallel computers that can take into account some of the technological constraints discussed above. Then, we describe some optimal schemes for two important global routing operations, namely broadcast (in Section 3) and multi-broadcast (in Section 4). In Section 5, we provide some concluding remarks.
2 Models for parallel computers with optical interconnections The restrictions above are introduced in order to model some problems stemming from energy losses in optical systems. Although the power of a laser source can be very high, energy dissipation in the di erent optical interfaces is also high. Clearly, this dissipation does not have much impact if the number of nodes in the network is small. However, in the case of very large multicomputers (massively parallel systems), it can be a severe limiting factor for e cient communication.
As long as the ORPC(k) model is concerned, one should determine the processors that will e ectively receive the message if more than k receivers are tuned to the wavelength on which the message was transmitted. Below we describe two rules that can be used in such cases. The attentive reader will notice that they are closely related to the rules used to resolve access con icts in Parallel Random Access Machine model (PRAM) with concurrent write capabilities (priority rule and arbitrary rule, respectively) 26].
Statically-Determined ORPC(k): the set of processors that receive the message corresponds to some function on their identities. For instance, it could be the case that only the k processors with smallest label get the message.
Dynamically-Determined ORPC(k): when more than k processors are connected to the wavelength carrying the message, only k among them will read it, but their identity is not known.
Note that the former rule would apply in systems implemented through optical busses, and the latter one re ects the behavior of Optical Passive Star based multicomputers.
Further, a distinction has to be made at the level of the transceivers, between those systems where the processors can send and receive messages, concurrently on and from di erent wavelengths, and those where concurrent emissions and receptions should use the same wavelength. We model this distinction as follows.
Tightly-Coupled ORPC(k): at a given step, the wavelength used by a processor is the same for both transceivers.
Loosely-Coupled ORPC(k): the transmitter and the receiver of the processors are completely independent.
Finally, two very important parameters in such systems are the tuning and detuning times. First, we call t (respectively, r ) the time required by a transmitter (respectively, receiver) to tune to a given wavelength, di erent from the one it is tuned to. Notice that in tightly-coupled ORPC's t = r . We call = max f t ; r g.
Second, suppose that a receiver is tuned to wavelength , and that it starts tuning to another wavelength. As described above, this tuning process will take time r . However, a hypothesis has to be made concerning the amount of time, during the tuning process, in which the receiver is still receiving on wavelength . Thus, we denote by the time required by a receiver to stop receiving on a given wavelength when it is tuning to another one. Clearly, r . When = 0, we say that detuning is instantaneous.
Optical Communication Parallel Computer A highly theoretical model known as the OCPC (for Optical Communication Parallel Computer) 17{
19] has received considerable attention lately. It can be seen as N elementary processors with a local memory, whose nodes are connected by a complete graph and can communicate with any other node (one-to-one communications) in a single hop. In this model, the transmitters are tunable, but the receivers are not. Thus, the OCPC can be modeled by an ORPC, with in nite life span, and where the receivers are forced to be xed during the computation time. Such a model is justi ed by the IBM RAINBOW 27] network with the Aloha protocol for an Optical Passive Star.
In the OCPC model, the processors are connected with optical means on a complete network. The communications are synchronous and their number give the computational complexity of a problem. A computation is organized as a sequence of local computations plus a general communication step, i.e., during each step, each processor can perform some local computation and then send one message to any other processor. When two processors send messages to the same processor, the transmissions are garbled and the destination does not receive anything. Since only one-to-one communications are considered, one processor can know easily if its message has been received, by the reception of an acknowledgment. It is clear that this acknowledgment process does not cause any collision.
One of the most studied problems in this model is the h-relation, where each processor has at most h messages to send and at most h messages to receive. In case one knows the distribution of the messages, this problem can be trivially solved in h steps. Otherwise, several random algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem, whose best known lower bound is (h + p log log N) steps 19] . The best solution to date runs in time O(h + log log N) 18 ].
This problem can be seen as a self-simulation problem: what is the cost of simulating a OCPC with hN processors on a smaller OCPC with N processors? This latter problem has been studied for the ORPC leading to better simulation results than for the OCPC. With the broadcast capability, the simulation gives a O(h + log N) slowdown factor in the randomized on-line case 28].
Broadcasting
In this section we discuss several schedules for implementing single broadcast (one-to-all) communication in ORPC(k) in the cases where = and = 0. We suppose that the processors are labeled from 1 to N, and that there are available wavelengths in the system, labeled 1 ; : : :; . The schemes presented in the sequel assume some kind of global control, since all processors \know" both the label of the source of the broadcast and when to start participating in the communication process. This global control can be easily implemented by means of an optical clock. Once broadcasting has started, the processors' actions are controlled by the reception of messages, as well as by the parameters and .
Tightly-coupled systems
In this model, the transmitter and the receiver within a single node are always tuned on the same wavelength. The broadcasting operation has been partially studied 29]. We just recall the di erent results in order to see the speci cities of this model in the multi-broadcasting problem.
One available wavelength
We start by considering the rather extreme case where only one wavelength is available. The algorithm we present here is going to be used as a procedure for the general case. We suppose without loss of generality that Processor 1 has the message to be broadcast. Proof: The idea is to ensure that at most k processors are tuned to the wavelength at any given step. Thus, if at a given step, k processors receive the message, then the constraint on the detuning 
Proof: The idea of the algorithm in this case is to apply several times the following sequence:
tune to a given wavelength and send the message.
When considering instant detuning, the algorithms derived have some similarities with the ones developed for the postal model studied by Bar-Noy and Kipnis 25, 30] . In the postal model, a message sent at a given step is received steps later. The analogy between both models comes from the tuning time of the ORPC(k) model and the delay time in the postal model. This analogy with the postal model for broadcasting is due to the structure of the sending itself: in the ORPC model, the waiting time arises before the sending itself, while it arises after for the postal model. In Section 4.2, we show that these two models have a di erent behaviour for long messages.
This algorithm can be slightly improved. The generalization of the broadcasting algorithm for any value of the detuning time uses similar techniques as for the loosely coupled model developed in Section 3.2.3. The technique consists of sending the messages as soon as possible. This implies that the number of informed processors follows a Fibonacci sequence.
Small number of available wavelengths ( < N)
In the literature, most of the systems suppose a large number of available wavelengths 31]. Even though technology will eventually allow massive multiplexing in the future, it is important to design routing algorithms that could be implemented with a limited number of wavelengths. Such is the subject of this paragraph.
Let f 1 (N) be the broadcast time when N, and F 1 (t) be the number of processors possessing the information at time t. Finally, let f (N) be the broadcast time in an ORPC(k) with available wavelengths. Theorem 1 Let it be a tightly-coupled ORPC(k) with N processors and tuning and detuning time, respectively, and . Then, broadcasting a message using only wavelengths in this system can be optimally achieved in time f (N) f 1 ( ) + ( + 1) 1 + N + ? F 1 (f 1 ( ) + ) k : (2) Proof: In order to obtain this complexity, we have to combine two previous algorithms. First, we broadcast the message using the optimal algorithm with unbounded number of wavelengths, until the number of wavelengths used is . Then, we divide the remaining processors into subsets of equal size, on which we can apply the rst algorithm with only one wavelength. Note that one source processor has to be added to any set in order to obtain a correct algorithm.
Given P, the number of wavelengths needed to inform P processors corresponds to the number of processors that have been informed steps before. Thus, it is:
Consequently, the maximum number of processors we can reach with wavelengths is:
This imply that the size of the groups in the second phase is:
N ? F 1 (f 1 ( ) + ) + 1;
and the time needed to complete the rst phase is:
In order to complete the algorithm, one can notice that all the processors can be already tuned to the right wavelength, and the theorem follows. The optimality of this results stems from the fact that both phases are completed optimally, i.e., during each step a maximum number of wavelengths in the system is used. Furthermore, there is no waiting time between those phases.
Loosely-coupled systems
In this paragraph, we study broadcasting in loosely-coupled systems, under the hypothesis of an in nite number of available wavelengths. Such a degree of freedom of the transceivers allows us to improve the time complexity for broadcasting roughly from log N to + log N. Note that if we consider a limited number of wavelengths ( < N), the time complexity of broadcasting is directly obtained from Equation 2 by replacing by 1. The algorithm is nearly the same as in the tightly-coupled model, given the generic broadcasting algorithm on loosely-coupled systems that is faster than in tightly-coupled system as described in this section. The constraints allows us to begin earlier the second phase.
A simple algorithm
A rst idea is to work on a totally balanced (logical) k-ary tree, broadcasting from its root, as shown below. We suppose in this preliminary case that tuning and detuning times are equal (i.e., = ).
Algorithm 1 : Broadcast-LC-Tree (N) Input: A loosely-coupled ORPC(k) with N processors. Processor 1 has a signi cant datum. We assume furthermore that the tuning and detuning times are equal: = .
Output: All the processors know the datum.
1. Processor p tunes its transmitter to wavelength p and its receiver to r , with r = p?1 k (except processor 1 that only tunes in transmission). 2. At step + 1, processor 1 sends the datum on 1 .
3. If during step i, processor p receives a message on r , then it sends it at the following step on p , whenever pk + 1 N.
Lemma 3 Let it be a loosely-coupled ORPC(k) with N processors, and tuning and detuning time, respectively, and . Then, broadcasting is faster than + log N log k : (4) Proof: Algorithm 1 does not use further assumptions on the model than its loosely-coupledness.
In this scheme, step 1 takes time. Then, the message stops being broadcast when it arrives in a leaf. Therefore, this algorithm takes + l log N log k m steps, giving an upper bound for the time complexity for the broadcasting operation in the loosely-coupled ORPC(k), with = .
Notice, however, that the algorithm is not optimal if 6 = , since the source of the broadcast works only once, at step 2. We will show how to obtain an optimal scheme for any value of the detuning time, but rst we analyze the case = 0, since it gives a lower bound for the problem.
Instant detuning ( = 0)
The main di erence from the previous scheme lays clearly on the way the transceivers are tuned.
Computing its time complexity is straightforward, yielding the result below.
Lemma 4 Let it be a loosely-coupled ORPC(k) with N processors, and tuning and detuning time, respectively, and 0. Then, Algorithm 2, above, takes time + log N log(k + 1) : Notice that we ensure that there are always less than k receivers tuned to the same wavelength, and that a receiver is tuned to a given wavelength only during the step where its processor is actually receiving the message. This implies that the receiver starts tuning r steps before actual reception.
Moreover, in this algorithm, all the processors that have received a message re-send it as quickly as they can. Thus, this is an optimal algorithm. Algorithm 2 : Broadcast-LC-Instantaneous (N) Input: A loosely-coupled ORPC(k) of size N. Processor 1 has a signi cant datum. The detuning time is null: = 0.
Output: All the processors know the datum. 
General detuning time ( 6 = 0)
In any optimal scheme for loosely-coupled ORPC(k), every processor has to work all the time. Since both previous broadcasting schemes are optimal for the considered value of the detuning time ( ), the time complexity in this case is then between the previous values. Once a processor receives a message, its receiver is detuned and the processor can send a message every + 1 time units. The main di culty is to compute the wavelength on which a given processor is to receive the message, and the step this is to happen. For this, we introduce two functions, based on Fibonacci sequences, as shown below.
De nition 3.1 We call expansion function, noted G , the function associating to each time step t the maximum number of processors possessing the message at time t: G (t) = j fp jprocessor p has the message at time step tgj :
De nition 3.2 We call complexity function, noted g , the function g (N) = min ft j G (t) Ng :
If H (t) is the number of processor transmitting at time t, and J (t) is the number of processor receiving at time t, then the dynamics of these functions are expressed in Equation 5 . The number of processors that know the piece of information at a given step can be divided into those where this piece of information arrived previously and those that received the message exactly at this time step. This latter part is directly proportional to the number of processors that emit the message. Finally, the set of the emitters is composed by the set of the processors informed at the previous step and by the ones that have already emitted + 1 steps before. 
The set H (t) corresponds to the labels of the processors transmitting the message at step t. The set J (t) denotes the labels of the processors that are receiving the message exactly at step t. These sets can be computed with Equation 6. The notation H(t)] i denotes the i-th smallest label of the set H (t). Given t and i, the value of H (t)] i can be easily computed locally within a processor. Furthermore, the di erent sets do not have to be computed extensively since the sets are always some integer intervals. 1) k : (9) Processor p has not been informed before time step g (p), and G (g (p) ? 1) corresponds to the number of processors having received the message before this step. Thus, i > 0. Furthermore, Equation 5 guarantees that i is less than H (g (p) ), where H (g (p) ) represents the number of sending elements at this step or the size of H (g (p) ).
Consequently, this shows that processor p receives the message at time step g (p) and proves the correctness of Algorithm 3. Clearly, such a proof also gives the time complexity for broadcasting in loosely-coupled ORPC(k).
Theorem 2 Let it be a loosely-coupled ORPC(k) with N processors, and tuning and detuning time, respectively, and . Then, the broadcasting problem can be optimally solved in time g (N).
Proof: Algorithm 3 provides a solution for the problem, and its time complexity is clearly g (N).
Its correctness have been shown above.
The optimality of this result follows from showing that any broadcasting scheme on this model for N processors must take at least g (N) steps. The technique used by Bar-Noy and Kipnis for the postal model can also be applied here 25]. The basic idea is to show that the maximum number of processors informed at step t is less than G (t).
A similar scheme can be applied to obtain an optimal algorithm for broadcasting in tightlycoupled systems. The general idea is once again to send the messages as soon as possible.
Statically versus dynamically determined ORPC
Notice that the algorithms did not take into account the mode (statically or dynamically) for determining which k processors get the information, since we always ensured that at most k processors were connected to the wavelength where the message was transmitted. We remark that the schemes described above are necessary for the dynamically-determined model. However, in the case of statically-determined ORPC(k), the knowledge of the established priority rules for receiving messages could enormously simplify the schemes. In fact, for a processor to receive the message, it would then su ce that it tunes its receiver to the message's wavelength in the beginning of the algorithm, and detunes it immediately after reading the message. The only computation required in this case is to compute the label of the processor sending the message. 4 Multi-broadcasting So far we studied the complexity of the broadcasting problem with regard to the number of steps required. For this we assumed that the messages were of unit length. In real systems, however, messages are usually long, and broadcasting them by simply using the broadcasting scheme for unitlength messages lacks e ciency. In the following we study the problem known as multi-broadcasting, that takes into account the size of the message to be broadcast.
The multi-broadcasting problem consists of sending m unit-length messages, denoted M 1 to M m , from a processor to all others. The loading of a program is a simple example of multi-broadcasting. A trivial upper bound for the time required to execute a multi-broadcasting is obtained by applying m times the broadcasting scheme shown previously. A lower bound is given by a perfectly pipelined scheme, where the source sends all its messages one after another, but only once, and the multibroadcasting completes with the broadcasting of the last message. Therefore, we cannot expect to be faster than m ? 1 + T bcast (N), where T bcast (N) denotes the unit-length message broadcasting optimal time. General and tight lower bounds for multi-broadcasting are di cult to obtain since they should cover a wide range for the number of messages (m).
Loosely-coupled systems
The advantage of these systems stems from the transceivers relative independence. Then, we can build a logical tree, as we did for broadcasting, and implement a partial pipeline of the messages, as shown in the scheme below.
Tightly-coupled systems
In tightly-coupled ORPC(k), we cannot implement simple pipeline schemes. In fact, the technique presented above strongly used the global independence of the transceivers. In particular, the receiver and the transmitter of a given processor were never tuned to the same wavelength. Unfortunately, this is impossible in tightly-coupled systems. The strategy used here is to implement a semipipeline scheme, supposing that tuning and detuning times are equal. 
Proof: We logically organize the processors in two balanced k-ary trees, T 1 and T 2 , having Processor 1 as a common root for both trees. The multi-broadcasting scheme is then composed of two phases. First, the messages are divided into two groups, each being broadcast in one of the trees. Second, the two trees will exchange their data. In the following we sketch two schemes for the rst phase: one for the source, the other for the remaining processors. Then, we describe one scheme for the data exchange taking place between the two trees.
De nition 4.1 A processor p i is said to be at an even level if and only if { either p i 2 T 1 , and its distance to the root is even, or { p i 2 T 2 , and its distance to the root is odd. Otherwise, p i is said to be at an odd level, as shown in Figure 4 .
The general idea behind the schemes for the rst phase is as follows. Processor 1 successively sends messages to each of the trees. In tree T 1 , processors at a distance 1 from the root are at an odd level. Then, after receiving the rst packet of messages on wavelength 1 , they tune their transceivers to the emitting wavelength and transmit to all processors at a distance 2 from the root. When the transmission is done, they tune back to 1 in order to receive the second packet of messages. This procedure is repeated until there is no more messages to receive from the root.
Furthermore, it is coordinated with both transmissions from the root to the tree T 2 , and a pipeline, based on the same ideas, inside both trees.
The second and last phase of the multi-broadcasting consists of globally exchanging the data of the two trees. Note that T 1 is at most k times larger than T 2 . Thus, the exchanging phase requires only one tuning step. We begin by partitioning the set of processors (with the exception of processor 1) in groups of maximum size k + 1, such that each group contains at least one element of each tree, as shown in Figure 5 . Inside each group a representative of each tree is designated. The data exchange is then implemented as follows. Within each group, all the processors tune on the same wavelength. Then, a representative from T 1 sends all the messages received in the rst phase while the processors from T 2 read those messages. The role of T 1 and T 2 are exchanged and all the processors from T 1 receive the messages they did not know previously. At completion, all the processors have the information. As far as the time complexity is concerned, it is clear that the second phase takes + m time units. In the rst phase, the height of each tree is at most l log N log k m , and the last message is sent with the m packet (recall that is the packet size). Therefore, the time required to complete the rst phase is at most ( + ) m + log N log k :
Hence, the time for executing a multi-broadcasting in tightly-coupled ORPC(k) is such that:
T LC multi (N; m) + m + ( + ) m + log N log k :
Minimizing the expression above by deriving it with respect to , we nd an optimal value for the size of the packets sent during the rst phase of the multi-broadcasting, as follows. Therefore, the time complexity for this multi-broadcasting scheme follows.
Comparing this strategy with the straightforward one, we notice that when the number of unitlength messages to broadcast is large, this strategy takes time equivalent to l log N log k m + 2m, while the straightforward scheme would take ( +m) l log N log k+1 m steps, thus this strategy is faster for long messages. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented models for optical interconnection networks. The ORPC(k) is based on the Optical Passive Star model where all the transceivers are tunable. It takes into account several optical characteristics and tuning capabilities. We have shown how the broadcasting and multi-broadcasting operations can be performed on this model. This study should be completed by showing the feasibility of other global communication schemes, such as total-exchange, and pre x like operations. Another problem would be to obtain tight lower bounds for the multibroadcasting problem. These can be achieved by exploring the di erent ranges of length for the messages.
